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INTRODUCTION
The Maryland Federation of College Republicans (MDFCR) is composed of fourteen college
and university chapters and is the leading voice for young conservatives in the Old Line State.
We seek to empower our members to take an active role in shaping the future of Maryland.
Our 2020 platform is designed with Millennial and Generation Z perspectives in mind – which
are often overlooked by the political establishment. We share a steadfast belief in the
American way and a desire for pragmatic solutions. The Maryland Federation of College
Republicans believes that these values will allow us to achieve what is sought by fellow
Marylanders and all countrymen: Action in the face of endless gridlock and the prosperity
of our state and nation. In our platform, we give a voice to the many college students across
Maryland who share our values. We seek to show how policies backed by Republicans in
Maryland can rebuild and advance our state and focus on five key areas:
• Infrastructure
• Public Transportation
• Energy
• Ethics and Accountability
• Green Tax Reform.

Throughout this booklet, we encourage the Maryland General Assembly to be forward-looking,
while also learning from the past. We have chosen “Rebuild” as our theme this year because
we believe that now is the time to take bold action that will rebuild our great state and put
Maryland on a brighter path. It is our sincere hope that you will join us in our mission to
Rebuild Maryland.
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1. INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure is paramount to the success and wealth of a state. Safe roads, bridges, lights,
and other forms of infrastructure provide jobs, create growth, and offer the chance to prepare
for the future. A strong infrastructure system allows for the ease of movement of workers and
goods across the state further increasing revenues for both the private and public sector.
Furthermore, access to high-speed internet is a critical component of modern economic
success and should be prioritized for our rural communities.

Identification of Problems
• Maryland has an infrastructure score of D+: In its most recent infrastructure report card,
the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) gave Maryland a D+ rating. This is the,
with neighboring states Virginia and Pennsylvania both receiving C- ratings.1 Maryland
should have infrastructure that is better than the national average, and certainly better than
our neighboring states as this is a factor companies and families will consider when
relocating.

•

Dams with High-Hazard Potential: The ASCE reports that 91 of Maryland’s 400 dams
have high-hazard potential.2

Dams
23%
77%

1
2

Low-hazard
potential
High-hazard
potential

American Society of Civil Engineers, “Maryland Infrastructure Report Card,” 2017
American Society of Civil Engineers, “Maryland Infrastructure Report Card,” 2017
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•

Public Roads in Poor Condition: The ASCE reports that 11% of Maryland’s 32,211
miles of public roads are in poor conditions. This costs motorists an average of $357 per
year from driving on roads in need of repair.3

Public Roads
11%
Poor
Condition

89%

•

Other

High-Speed Internet Access: According to a January 2019 report by the Task Force
on Rural Internet, Broadband, Wireless and Cellular Service, only 64% of Marylanders
have access to high speed internet.4 We applaud the work of the Task Force and
encourage the MGA to continue its efforts to empower our rural communities.

Marylanders with
High Speed Internet
With Access

36%
64%

Without Access

• State Bridges: The American Road & Transportation Builders Association found in 2015
that around 6% of Maryland’s 5,305 bridges are structurally deficient and a further 21% of

3

4

American Society of Civil Engineers, “Maryland Infrastructure Report Card,” 2017
Maryland General Assembly Task Force on Rural Internet, Broadband, Wireless and Cellular Service, “Task Force Report,” 2019
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all state bridges to be functionally obsolete5. This is quite a dangerous statistic as a severe
weather event or major traffic incident could lead to bridge failure and collapse.

State Bridges
6%
21%
73%

Structurally
Deficient

Functionally
Obsolete
Functional

Consequences
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)’s 2016 study “Failure to Act” reveals that
waiting to act on America’s infrastructure needs could bring devastating impacts for our
nation’s economy. The ASCE predicts the following6:
•
•
•

$3.9 trillion in losses to U.S. GDP by 2025;
$7 trillion in lost business values by 2025; and
2.5 million American jobs lost in 2025.

To make the much-needed investment in Maryland’s infrastructure, we believe that the State of
Maryland is best equipped to understand the state’s needs, rather than the federal
government. The Maryland Federation of College Republicans recommends that the General
Assembly conduct a strong infrastructure campaign in coordination with appropriate state
agencies (e.g., Department of Planning) to rebuild our state for a brighter future.
We applaud Governor Hogan for making historic investments into our State’s infrastructure,
including repaving more than half of the state’s highway system and investing an
unprecedented $14 billion in transit during his governorship. However, even with such
investment and leadership, Maryland must become better prepared to handle the great amount
of traffic and business that move through the state.It is important that Maryland’s infrastructure

5
6

American Road & Transportation Builders Association, “State Bridge Profile: Maryland,” 2015
American Society of Civil Engineers, “Failure to Act: The Impact of Infrastructure Investment on America’s Economic Future”, 2016
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system is able to efficiently and sustainably serve the needs of a growing population and a
growing business scene.

Recommendations
The MDFCR recommends the following steps be taken:
•

Survey Marylanders to identify the most urgent infrastructure needs affecting
residents.

•

Increase public-private partnerships to create pragmatic solutions to address the
State of Maryland’s serious infrastructure needs.

•

Launch a public relations campaign to gain support for infrastructure investments.

•

Strategically increase state-level investment in infrastructure with consideration for
greater efficiency in traffic and transportation routes and services.

The best way to identify urgent problems affecting Marylanders is to ask them and involve
them. For instance, commuting times have reached historic highs of around 44 minutes in
some counties7. It is important that we spend our state budget wisely and make our
investments strategically, which is why we recommend surveying Marylanders to identify the
most important infrastructure needs and considering public-private partnership options.
A serious public relations campaign should be launched to gain public support for rebuilding
Maryland’s infrastructure. This endeavor should build a broad bipartisan coalition of support
and unite Marylanders behind it. An infrastructure initiative undertaken by the General
Assembly would have the potential to create both short-term and long-term economic gains
which would benefit the entire state.

7

Index Mundi, “Maryland Average Commute Time by County,” 2014-2018
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2. TRANSPORTATION
It is important that Marylanders have access to safe and reliable transportation – whether
public or private. Low-income households in particular can benefit from strategic public
transportation that allows them the opportunity to pursue jobs outside their immediate vicinity.
Through planning, responsible investment, and innovative solutions, Maryland’s transportation
system can empower individuals to work and achieve their own American Dream.

Identification of Problems
Baltimore City: According to a 2016 Johns Hopkins University report, 30.0% of households in
Baltimore City do not have access to a vehicle8.

Baltimore
City

30.0

State
Average

%

without
vehicle
access

9.4%
without
vehicle access

Consequences
Baltimore City residents are the most in need of public transportation due to the high
prevalence of crime and low-income households. Giving these households greater mobility to
reach higher paying jobs and employers outside of the city could assist in lowering crime rates
and raise incomes. Historically, higher incomes and safe jobs have proven to lower the rates of
crime9.

Recommendations
•

8
9

Public-Private Partnerships (P3s): We recommend that the MGA investigate P3
opportunities to address public transportation needs in Baltimore City. According to the
Congressional Research Service, P3s in the public transportation sector have three
main potential benefits:

Johns Hopkins University, “Food System Profile II,” 2016
Department of Housing and Urban Development, “Neighborhoods and Violent Crime,” Summer 2016
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•

•

“(1) P3s are a way to attract private capital to invest in transportation infrastructure; (2)
P3s may be able to build and operate transportation facilities more efficiently than the
public sector through better management and innovation in construction,
maintenance, and operation; and (3) the public sector can transfer to the private-sector
partner many of the risks of building, maintaining, and operating transportation
infrastructure”10.
Research urban population centers in order to identify their public transit needs and
whether public transportation can ease the heavy traffic congestion that these areas
face. We caution against investing taxpayer money into public transportation without
evidence that it will alleviate congestion or otherwise provide a benefit.
Investment in quality of transportation to develop the desired quality of
transportation that riders deserve. Baltimore City public transportation has aging
infrastructure with a $2 billion shortfall for the next decade that requires serious
attention11. Public transportation is very valuable to the long-term success of Maryland’s
economy. According to the American Public Transportation Association, “investment in
transit can yield 50,731 jobs per $1 billion invested and offers a 4 to 1 economic
return”12. Most of these jobs created are estimated to be made within the private sector.
Furthermore, around 44% of the jobs are made as a result of the direct investment with
the remaining 46% created through productivity effects, including household savings,
improved employer labor access and reduced congestion costs13.

Current transportation plans are quite laudable under the Hogan administration. The
implementation of the Purple Line in the Bethesda-D.C. area will bring easier modes of travel
for the people of the area and tourists visiting the capital region. According to administration
projections, there could be over 60,000 daily riders when the line opens in late 2022.
We particularly commend the MTA’s Statewide Transit Initiative Grants program, or STIG,
which provides local transit projects with grants. The MDFCR also applauds the Maryland
Department of Transportation for making public transportation more accessible during this

Congressional Research Service, “Public Private Partnerships (P3s) in Transportation,” 2017
MTA’s Office of Planning and Programming, 2019
12 American Public Transportation Association, “Economic Impact Of Public Transportation Investment,” 2014
13 APTA, “Economic Impact Of Public Transportation Investment,” 2014
10
11
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digital age with the implementation of the CharmPass app which permits mobile ticketing for
user convenience.
Another possible recommendation could be the adoption of incentives advised by the US
Department of Transportation. The Department explains that “incentives may be offered to
help reduce the cost to the user, including free or discounted bus, rail, or public transportation
passes. Other incentives include employer-provided subsidies, reimbursements, partial
payments, or pre-tax payroll deductions14.” These incentives could increase ridership to
sustainable levels where the number of riders could maintain a large portion of the financial
burden of the running the transportation infrastructure. Employer-provided could be created
through P3’s and offering tax credits to businesses that off public transportation assistance to
employees.
In order to address Maryland’s transportation needs, it is important that the state pursue
innovative solutions to maintain a transportation system that allows people and goods to make
it to their destination safely. Ease of mobility is a necessity for workers and goods in the
modern economic marketplace. Without a reliable form of transportation, many Marylanders
could be without a job - whether they choose to drive a vehicle, carpool, or take public
transportation.
All these options and more should be investigated to offer Maryland the public transportation
infrastructure that it deserves to increase the mobility of Marylanders and visitors alike.

14

U.S. Department of Transportation, “Expand Public Transportation Systems and Offer Incentives,” 2020
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3. ENERGY
The serious nature of climate change calls for appropriate action from all facets of society. The
MDFCR is a strong and active proponent of private sector solutions to climate change;
however, we do see a role for state and local government in an effort to combat the effects of
climate change. One of the greatest issues from climate change that must be addressed is to
find a clean and reliable energy source to power Maryland’s home, businesses, and
infrastructure.
Identification of Problems
Reliability of solar and wind: Solar and wind are variable energy sources and depend on the
weather. There is a problem of underproduction on days without sun or wind. This is worsened
by the fact that electricity is a “just-in-time” commodity due to limited storage capabilities15.
Consequences
According to research published by NASA’s Global Climate Change office, “nuclear power
prevented an average of over 1.8 million net deaths worldwide between 1971-2009.” NASA
also estimates that if nuclear power is phased out during the period of 2010-2050 and replaced
with coal and natural gas “that this nuclear phaseout scenario leads to an average of 420,0007 million deaths” globally16. Nuclear energy, if expanded, has the potential to save many
thousands and even millions of lives.
Recommendations
•

15
16

Investigate nuclear opportunities in Maryland: Maryland already has two working
nuclear reactors at the Calvert Cliffs plant location. To achieve a readily available
source of energy to power Maryland that is both cost efficient and safe, we recommend
that the General Assembly to investigate the possibility of increased nuclear power.
Much advancement has taken place in the field of nuclear energy since its prime during
the 1960-70s. Still, the cloud of disasters such as Chernobyl hang over the head of the
new innovation and technology that has propelled nuclear energy into its current form.

Congressional Research Service report
NASA, “Coal and gas are far more harmful than nuclear power,” April 22, 2013
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However, most estimates show that nuclear power, even in its current form, has been a
great success for both the environment and the global population17

Below is a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis of nuclear
energy:
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• 900 jobs at Calvert
Cliffs (CC)18
• CC reactors produce
34.1% of MD’s energy,
which is almost 80% of
the state’s clean
energy production19
• Nuclear power plants
provide reliable
electricity20

• Nuclear accidents from
the 20th century have
eroded public
confidence
• Concerns about
nuclear proliferation

SWOT

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Private companies
have developed
technologies that use
non-enriched uranium
• Increase public
awareness of nuclear
benefits

• Risk of accidents
• Need long-term
storage solutions for
nuclear waste
• Other energy sources
receive significant
government subsidies,
making them appear
lower cost.

Republicans and Democrats alike agree that we need to transition to clean energy production.
Consider Governor Hogan’s CARES legislation which sets the goal of 100% clean energy in
Maryland by 2040. In order to achieve this, we believe that nuclear energy has the potential to
achieve 100 percent clean energy production in the state while also being cost efficient for the
Maryland taxpayer21. We are particularly interested in the company TerraPower (Appendix A).

NASA, “Coal and gas are far more harmful than nuclear power,” April 22, 2013
Nuclear Energy Institute, “MARYLAND AND NUCLEAR ENERGY FACTSHEET,” 2019
19 Nuclear Energy Institute, “MARYLAND AND NUCLEAR ENERGY FACTSHEET,” 2019
20 Yehia F. Kahil, “SWOT Analysis of Fission Nuclear Power for Electricity Generation,” 2003
21 World Nuclear Organization, “Economics of Nuclear Power,” September 2019
17
18
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4. GREEN TAX REFORM
Maryland is known for its breathtaking wildlife and beautiful landscapes. Our beloved State has
gained the nickname of “America in Miniature” due to the many and different environments
which make it up. From the sandy beaches of Ocean City, to the mountains of Appalachia in
Garrett County, Maryland encapsulates the greatness of our nation's natural beauty within her
borders. With this great and beautiful land that we call home comes the great responsibility of
preservation and environmental stewardship. To be worthy of our land, we must take care of it.
The MDFCR takes environmental protection as a serious issue at the foundation of our
organization and generation’s ideological concern. We believe that there are both private and
public remedies to the effect of climate change and to preserve our State’s environment.
Identification of Problems
•
•

•

Homeowners can only include a single tax credit for the Solar Energy Grant
Subtraction
Electric vehicle tax credits have been depleted: According to the Maryland Motor
Vehicle Administration the $6 million in funds for Fiscal Year 2020 slotted for the tax
credit have already been depleted
Only three tax credits for businesses: Maryland provides only three tax credits for
businesses in the form of the Green Building Tax Credit, Cellulosic Ethanol Technology
Research and Development Tax Credit, and finally, the Clean Energy Incentive Tax
Credit. These tax incentives are a strong sign in the correct direction but have serious
flaws built within them that require modification.

Recommendations
•

•

Green tax credits for technology and research: To encourage serious adoption of
green energy in the private sector and for consumers, we recommend tax credits for the
adoption of green technology and research. Tax credits are a valuable tool to move
businesses and other taxpayers in the right direction. Tax credits and incentives, rather
than heavy-handed regulations, can put us on a more sustainable path. Furthermore, If
Maryland is to take green energy seriously and push for the private sector to adopt
more environmentally friendly methods of production and service, it is important to give
the private sector the right incentives to move in that direction. For this reason,
Maryland’s green tax credits must be expanded to cover more businesses and
homeowners.
Create an overarching “Green Energy Research and Development” tax credit:
This credit would offer tax incentives to businesses who conduct research on green
13
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•

•

energy and technology to come to the State of Maryland bringing more jobs and
competition within the State. This credit would be in addition to the already existing
Research and Development Tax Credits in order to incentivize the research of green
technology. Innovation is key to addressing climate change.
Expand the Clean Energy Incentive Tax Credit: Currently it only covers the buildings
and facilities built within the period of January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2018.
Increasing the period of coverage to the present would also incentivize current
construction of greener buildings. A clause to permit the refitting of buildings to green
technology would potentially increase the amount of buildings that adopt green energy if
not originally built with it in mind.
Expand tax credit for owning an electric vehicle or hybrid vehicle: Currently the
Maryland Excise Tax Credit covers these vehicles, but the funding is quite limited. To
incentivize more homeowners and Marylanders to adopt cleaner and more energy
efficient vehicles we believe that the funding for this tax credit should be increased in
order to cover more electric and hybrid vehicle owners.

The MDFCR thoroughly believes that the best responses to climate change and the
growing need of green technology will best be answered by the private sector. But the
government plays an important role to incentivize those businesses to focus on the greener
future for a better Maryland.
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5. ETHICS AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Marylanders, like most Americans, have become increasingly disillusioned with the state of the
current political system. The average American – across all demographics – feels left behind
and unheard. Ever since the Watergate Scandal, there has been a continuous decline of trust
that the average American feels towards the government. Currently, 17% of people have trust
in the federal government22.
We believe that the era of politicians is over, and that the return of statesmen and public
servants must begin. America is tired of the corruption and unethical acts that some of its
elected officials have committed. To address the grave concerns of the people of Maryland,
the MDFCR recommends to the General Assembly and Government of Maryland, serious
ethical reforms to ensure the accountability and integrity of its elected bodies.
Identification of Problems
•
•

•

Maryland has a D rating for political corruption 23: Maryland has a D rating for
political corruption. That is one of the worst in Union and in the bottom 14 of states.
Public trust has been eroded by allegations and scandals: Public trust has been
eroded by allegations and scandals plaguing the political establishment from bribery to
embezzlement and many others. The Institute for Corruption Studies, located at Illinois
State University, gave the Maryland General Assembly a rating of having “moderately
common” corruption whereas the Maryland Executive branch was rated somewhat
better as containing “somewhat common” corruption.
Vagueness of current anti-corruption laws: Current anti-corruption laws are vague
and lack clarity to be properly executed giving those public officials that would abuse the
trust given to them more room to maneuver.

Recommendations
To address this serious issue, the MDFCR fully endorses Governor Hogan’s planned “Ethics
and Accountability in Government Act”. Governor Hogan has proposed increasing the
penalties for ethics violations and crimes conducted by public officials. The current plans are to
increase the penalty for bribery to a minimum of $10,000 and a maximum of $100,000. These
will be used against both the bribed party and the bribing party. We believe these are great

22
23

PEW Research Center, “Public Trust in Government: 1958-2019,” 2019
RepresentUs, “HOW CORRUPT IS YOUR STATE?” 2016
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steps forward to increasing accountability. Furthermore, we greatly appreciate the plans to
conduct pension forfeiture of convicted lawmakers and expanded the prohibitions of misusing
confidential information to include the misuse of confidential information acquired during state
service by former officials and employees. Finally, the plans to strengthen the power and
authority of the Ethics Commission to investigate and exact civil penalties upon ethics violators
are also a strong signal that corruption is being investigated and removed from our state’s
government. Through these punitive and progressive reforms, the Maryland government will
take great strides to regain the trust of the people of Maryland.
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Appendix A: Information on TerraPower
As explained in the Energy section, we believe that nuclear power is key to a future with clean
energy. We recommend that the General Assembly consult companies who are advancing the
field of nuclear energy through technological innovation. In particular, the MDFCR
recommends further research into companies such as TerraPower for the possibility of future
collaboration and consultation.
Bill Gates’ company TerraPower has revolutionized nuclear energy with their new Traveling
Wave Reactor (TWR). This reactor is unlike traditional nuclear reactors used elsewhere
throughout the world. The TWR is able to use non-enriched uranium which reduces risk of
meltdown and the uranium being used for weapons of mass destruction. Not only that, the
TWR is able to use depleted uranium byproduct from current reactors. This means that the
TWR can be used to reduce the current stockpile of nuclear waste throughout the US.

Furthermore, a TWR needs only be refueled at least once a decade with the possibility of
going for longer than 40 years, whereas current plants require refueling ever 2 years. Instead
of using water coolant which has failed in other reactors, TerraPower uses liquid metal coolant.
Liquid metal coolant has a much higher boiling point than water and is nearly impossible to
reach, giving the TWR an additional layer of protection against a reactor meltdown.

As with any new technology, liquid metal coolant should be treated with caution and should not
be rashly adopted. For this reason, we recommend the General Assembly investigate the
technology in order to learn about the benefits and risks associated with it.
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CLOSING REMARKS

The great State of Maryland is beset with many problems and issues. The Maryland
Federation of College Republicans, though, is committed to working hard and in a bipartisan
fashion to address these issues. There is no challenge that we cannot face when bonded
together under our common statehood. We must work together, whether red or blue, left or
right, eastern shore or western shore, because our State is our State. It is our common
responsibility to better our state and our community. Through civil public discourse,
cooperation, and compromise, we can achieve prosperity of our State. In the application of our
above suggested policies we can pave a new and brighter future for our State. With
infrastructure we lay the foundation for our future. With nuclear energy we can power our
future. With ethics reform we can be confident in our future. With green tax reform we can
innovate for our future. Finally, with public transportation we can move towards our future. We
can rebuild Maryland together, as one state focused on the vision of prosperity and opportunity
for all. This is our dream, and we hope that you will help us reach it.

Garrett L. Zahner
Legislative Director
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Rosie Wilson
Chairwoman

Garrett L. Zahner
Legislative Director

rewilson@umd.edu

gzahne1@students.towson.edu

Bradley Lang
Political Director

Along with the members above, every member of the Maryland Federation of College
Republicans, and College Republicans across the great State of Maryland, greatly contributed
to this legislative booklet.
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